
Character Traits Worksheet

Name Date

List your positive traits

List your negative traits

How do these positive traits benefit your life?

In what situations do these positive traits shine the most?

How do these negative traits hinder your progress or well-being?



When do these negative traits tend to surface the most?

Are there instances where your negative trait can be turned into a positive one? If so, how?

Can an excess of your positive traits lead to challenges? Explain.

How can you balance yout positive and negative traits for personal growth?

Additional notes


	Name: Raveena Child
	Date: August 1, 2023
	List your positive traits: EmpatheticDeterminedCreative
	List your negative traits: PerfectionistImpatientSelf-critical
	How do these positive traits benefit yout life: Being empathetic helps me connect deeply with others and understand their feelings.My determination drives me to achieve my goals, no matter the obstacles.Creativity allows me to find innovative solutions to problems.
	In what situations do these positive traits shine the most: Empathy is most evident when supporting friends through tough times.Determination fuels my productivity during challenging projects.Creativity shines when brainstorming ideas for a new project.
	How do these negative traits hinder your progress or wellbeing: Perfectionism often leads to undue stress and makes it hard to finish tasks.Impatience sometimes causes friction in collaborations by rushing decisions.Self-criticism hampers my self-confidence and sometimes limits my creativity.
	When do these negative tra i ts tend to surface the most: Perfectionism usually surfaces when I'm working on important assignments or presentations.Impatience arises when things don't move at the pace I desire, especially in time-sensitive situations.Self-criticism tends to emerge after receiving feedback, leading to overthinking.
	Are there instances where your negative tra i t can be turned into a positive one If so how: I can channel my perfectionism into attention to detail without obsessing over perfection.Impatience can be turned into a drive for efficiency, pushing me to find faster, better ways to achieve tasks.Self-criticism could be used constructively by focusing on areas of improvement without being overly harsh on myself.
	Can an excess of your positive traits l ead to chal l enges Explain: Yes, an excess of empathy may lead to emotional exhaustion or getting too involved in others' problems.Over-determination might make me overlook essential aspects of life or cause burnout.Excessive creativity without structure could result in unrealistic ideas or difficulties in implementation.
	How can you balance yout positive and negative traits for personal growth: Balancing involves acknowledging that traits have both positive and negative sides.I can practice setting realistic standards to moderate perfectionism.Learning to pause and reflect before acting to manage impatience.
	Addiitonal notesRow1: 


